
WHITEWALLING

Adrian is active on social media and has a busy social life both in and out of 
school. He is involved in music, sports, and a leadership team at school. 

One day after school, Adrian and his friends were sitting on top of a picnic table 
in the school front yard. 

“Everyone do a status update on the count of three. Don’t think, just type!” Adri-
an shouted.

His friends all pulled out their phones and started furiously typing and snicker-
ing. Once they had all hit “post”, they refreshed their pages to read each other’s 
posts. Laughing hysterically at some of the strange thoughts they had, they 
spent the rest of the day uploading ridiculous photos and videos on their walls. 
They ran around the school pretending to be the school newspaper and asked 
students random questions, put up polls, and used filters to make their ugliest 
selfie.

Later that night, Adrian sat down at his computer and “whitewalled” all of his 
social media apps. He deleted the pictures, posts, and updates. This didn’t 
take more than one minute, Adrian did this every night. Adrian liked to control 
his identity and what people thought of him. He didn’t want anyone pulling up a 
picture or post from three years ago and using it against him. He started “white-
walling” last year and  had been doing it every single day since.

Last year, Adrian posted a status that said, “Ivan, you’re dead to me.” It was 
meant as a joke after Ivan beat him in basketball, but a week later it was liked 
by over 100 students and nasty comments were written about Ivan that had 
nothing to do with the basketball game. Despite Adrian’s attempts to apologize, 
Ivan isn’t over it. After that incident, Adrian decided that he didn’t like people 
posting things about him or commenting on his posts without being present to 
monitor the activity.
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WHITEWALLING

Guiding Questions: 

• How is Adrian benefiting from social media? Why does 
he continue to use it?

• Is Adrian’s use of social media appropriate? How do you 
use social media?

• Why does Adrian whitewall his social media accounts? 
How is it a risk reduction strategy? What about deacti-
vating your account? 

• How does whitewalling allow Adrian to control his on-
line identity?

Topic: Online Identity, Privacy and Security
Age: Middle and High School


